Case Report

Complete Recovery of an Iatrogenic Venous Gaseous Embolism (VGE) Clinical Presentation Thanks to a Timely Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT) Treatment
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Abstract: Gas embolism is a potentially fatal occurrence in which bubbles are introduced into the arterial/venous circulation. A multifocal ischemia could be the life-threatening scenario of that and occurring after diving-related activities, or pulmonary barotrauma, or even iatrogenic procedure capable to cause an accidental introduction of gas into the vasculature. The case here reported concerns the good outcome of one of these rare occurrences thanks to a prompt diagnosis and proper management of the ongoing gaseous lesion. Unfortunately, it remains ethically and technically complex to consider feasible Randomized Clinical Trials (RCTs) in hyperbaric medicine in general, and even more so in this type of eventuality. We are happy to share this further favorable result as we believe it is just thanks to growing documented clinical evidence that now anyone, if ever had to be suffering from gas embolism, in presence of a RCT would widely prefer to be included in the arm that can take advantage of oxygen hyperbaric (HBO) therapy.
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1. Introduction

The accidental entry of air into the vasculature can determine two different clinical presentations, decompression sickness (DCS) and arterial gas embolism (AGE). Such nosological entities are often merged into a single term: “decompression illness” (DCI). They are united in name as both usually require the same treatment protocol [1].

The former clinical presentation is usually described as a potential occurrence while practicing underwater activities, with an overall incidence varying from 1 to 3 per 100,000 dives and a magnitude even less common (less than 1 per 100,000 dives) for the sole arterial gas embolism finding. It can be observed when a free ascent causes pulmonary barotrauma to the surface after breathing compressed gas at depth. Air embolism is ultimately due, but not only [2–7], to iatrogenic causes, where barotrauma could be originated by assisted ventilation or be introduced during surgery involving the pulmonary or vascular or cardiac systems, or during catheterization procedures or arterial line placements) [9–26].

An uncommon occurrence, often accompanied by nonspecific symptoms, nevertheless requires having this disorder in mind to analyze better a patient’s history for a prompt and proper differential diagnosis, capable of leading to timely treatment if facing such a case.

If the diagnosis is DCI, the treatment [27] is still inspired by those studies pioneered by the US Navy [28] that promoted the use of oxygen-breathing recompression, firstly aimed to incite the diffusion of the inert gas from bubbles and tissue to the arterial blood [29], to
provide, as soon as possible, a reduction in bubble volume and those physical/chemical
damages related to this space-occupying inflammatory-like lesion.

When it comes to a Venous Gas Embolism (VGE), generally related to central venous
catheter placement, the incidence reported from case series oscillates with a wide range,
but still has a low incidence, between 1:47 down to 1:3000 cases [30,31].

2. Materials and Methods

The patient, showing both anthropometric indices and basic parameters within limits,
presents to our attention for consultation in Venous Gas Embolism (VGE) in the right ventri-
cle, likely of an iatrogenic nature. History indicated only a generic allergy to medicines, not
better documented, and to NSAID and contrast medium. The presentation was of repeated
road injuries following a fall from a motorcycle (with malleolar and osseous right leg
fracture when the patient was 17 years old, petrol burns at the age of 19, head concussion
at the age of 23, eyeball trauma at the age of 28, post-traumatic hearing loss at the age of
33), and disc bulging (L4-L5, L5-S1). The patient was admitted to a local ED three days
earlier because of another road accident in which suffered injuries to the right shoulder,
pelvis, and right hip, but without evidence of fractures as per radiological findings.

Due to a sudden worsening of the lesion to the lower limb, that was progressively
involving the genital region, the patient also underwent a thigh and pelvis CT scan, which
was negative for underlying infections, and a chest CT scan, resulting in a positive observa-
tion of an air bubble of a diameter of about 5 cm in the right ventricle (Figure 1a,b). For this
reason, the patient was sent to our Hyperbaric Unit.

![Figure 1. (a) Pre-HBO: Chest CT scan w/o contrast medium and (b) with contrast medium.](image-url)
There were neither neurologic symptoms nor cardiac decompensation, and the patient declared to be completely symptom-free, but for the direct trauma.

Facilitated by the fact that the concomitant traumatic insult affected the right hemisoma, the patient has been placed in a partial left lateral decubitus position (Durant maneuver) and, interestingly, we did not register that characteristic splashing auscultatory sound, that “millwheel murmur” we would have had to expect, as indicated due to the presence of gas in the cardiac chambers [32].

3. Results

After considering the risk/benefit ratio in the case and excluding any existing apparent absolute contraindications to a Hyperbaric Oxygen (HBO) exposure (i.e., bullous lung disease, concurrent undrained Pneumothorax), we made the patient undergo a slightly modified US Navy Treatment Table 6 (USN TT6.1) (Available at: https://www.uhms.org/images/DCS-and-AGE-Journal-Watch/recompression_therapy_usn_di.pdf, accessed on 28 November 2022, at page 55 of 142 and Chap/Para: 20–5 at Page: 20–13). This specific HBO protocol lasts almost 6 h and is considered the standard of care for these potentially life-threatening occurrences, resulting in a final complete restitution, at least for this air bubble lesion (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Post-HBO: Chest CT scan w/o contrast medium.](image)

The clinical condition always remained stable during the treatment protocol despite information that large amounts of gas over a short period could sometimes lead to catastrophic right-sided cardiac failure and possibly cardiovascular arrest. Furthermore, these
patients might deteriorate rapidly to develop irrecoverable brain damage or cardiac arrest or present some limited improvement with subsequent severe relapse.

4. Discussion
Early recognition and prompt management of any possible DCI clinical presentation can significantly impact the high mortality rate of this life-threatening event. Gas embolism already showed to have an incidence of 2.65 per 100,000 hospitalizations. That incidence would probably have to be reviewed in numbers due to the progressively increase in invasive medical procedures. The steadily increasing in the gas embolism occurrences could also be linked to an improved detection, thanks to the increased use both of end-tidal carbon dioxide and doppler monitoring, nevertheless gas embolism still shows to be an uncommon occurrence.

HBO impacts gaseous embolism thanks to its capability to decrease the bubble size and limit the possible concomitant reperfusion injury.

Through this case report hyperbaric oxygen therapy, even if not routinely used in venous gas embolism, once more has proven to be an effective care option, capable of reducing the bubble surface areas, avoiding the bubble can act as a foreign substance activating the coagulation cascade.

5. Conclusions
Beyond all possible conjectures, HBO has, however, made the day for this patient.
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